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HEALTH CARE 3D IMAGING PIONEER UTILIZES VIRTUAL REALITY TO TRANSFORM REAL
ESTATE

Local Innovator Transports Buyers (virtually) into Seller’s Homes with 360 Degree Images
and Virtual Property Tours
11/2/16 - Indianapolis - Digital innovations are increasingly becoming part of everyday life.
From hailing cabs with mobile apps or watching TV on the computer, to personal voice
assistants such as Apple's Siri, Microsoft's Cortana and Amazon's Echo, nearly every aspect
of daily life is now impacted by technology. No industry is exempt, including real estate another market on the verge of transformation by digital innovators like Harlon Wilson.
Harlon, a serial entrepreneur and innovation junkie, is at the head of this real estate
transformation in Indianapolis. As the founder of one of the nation’s first medical
animation companies, he has an eagle-eye on recent advances in 3D imaging and virtual
reality and their potential as tools for revolutionizing the real estate industry. Putting
consumers in the (virtual) driver’s seat of property tours is an idea fitting the aspirations for
Harlon, whose company brought Hollywood-style 3D animation into the health and life
sciences industries. His products empowered, educated, and engaged patients about the
risks and complications of medical treatment. His latest foray into the 3D space seeks to do
the same for real estate investors and homebuyers by transporting them into available
properties via stunning 360-degree immersion experiences using a combination of
Samsung’s next generation Gear VR running on Facebook’s Oculus Rift headset and the
Galaxy S7 Edge smartphone.
As a new investor and licensed Realtor®, Harlon is excited to be the first to launch true
virtual reality (VR) property tours in the Indianapolis real estate market.
Harlon's most recent listing, a custom-built log cabin nestled in more than 11 acres of
serene woodlands 45 miles West of Indy, can now be experienced by users of Samsung’s
Oculus VR headset (View the tour at: http://IndyLogCabin.com).
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“While you can’t inhale the appetizing aroma of cinnamon and sugar in a hot apple pie
fresh out of the oven, you certainly can get a better feel of what it would be like to relax in
this extra-ordinary home,” Harlon suggests. “There’s much to be said for 360 and VR
technologies that transport the senses into the virtual space as opposed to simply viewing
the lifeless experience of 2D imagery,” he concludes.
Harlon’s real estate strategy is different, and not just thanks to VR technology. While
seasoned real estate veterans may argue, the goal of a Realtor® is typically to provide only
enough information to entice buyers to request a tour of their listing. Harlon’s new
approach is more focused on ease of access for buyers.
“In the hot buyer’s market that we’re currently experiencing, the competition is stiff.
Properties are selling at record pace thus making it even more critical that buyers are able
to tour listed homes swiftly. But that is not always possible as people have busy lives,”
Harlon asserts. “As with other tangible products that are sold over the internet today,
digital experiences like 360 and virtual reality home tours allow consumers to take
advantage of 24-hour shopping. By making the inventory available on the ‘virtual shelf’when and where the consumers are - the storefront is always open,” he suggests.
The converging forces of increased demand, reduced inventory and the constant churning
of the buying and selling of properties makes the availability of digital solutions in real
estate all the more critical. As a licensed real estate agent and investor, Harlon is excited to
be one of the first to bring this cutting-edge technology to the Indianapolis market. “The
combination of high quality imagery and immersive experiences that are only made
possible by advances in the virtual reality solutions of companies like Samsung, Google,
Apple, Sony, and Microsoft (among others), should kickstart a revolution in how we buy and
sell real estate,” Harlon says.
Considering the impact digital innovations have had on other industries, Harlon predicts
that it is only a matter of time until consumers demand such change in real estate as well.
Industry experts couldn't agree more as analysts are predicting virtual and augmented
reality (AR) to be the next billion-dollar industry.
According to Digi-Capital, the AR/VR market will hit $120 billion by the year 2020.
Bloomberg analysts predict nearly 15 million headsets will be purchased by consumers by
the same time. That includes everything from gaming consoles capable of virtual reality to
mobile solutions such as Oculus Rift, the VR headset and mobile solution provided via a
Facebook and Samsung partnership. According to Heather Bellini of Goldman Sachs, virtual
reality is as transformative as the first “brick-like” cell phones were to the communications
industry.
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“Less than ten years ago, the capture and production of superior quality imagery required
significant, time-intensive labor and supercomputing processing of multiple PCs strung
together via networks known as 'render farms,'” Harlon reminisces. “Pixel-by-pixel, 3D
virtual content was rendered by media artists as digital content came to life in postproduction.”
Harlon hopes virtual reality tours and other innovative solutions will soon become
mainstream in the Indy real estate market. He’s joined Carpenter Realtors® to partner in
their progressive efforts to lead the way.
“At Carpenter, we use new innovations in technology to deliver a better ‘shopping’
experience for prospective homebuyers as they search the market,” says David Caveness,
President and CEO for Carpenter Realtors®. “Our new HomeTour 360…allows buyers to
immerse themselves in the property, inside and out, before scheduling a live property
showing. It’s not just still photos; it’s a true 360૦ tour. When they do schedule that
appointment, we know they’re serious about the property and the process is less
inconvenient for our Sellers.”
“Harlon is an example of a new generation of brokers joining our staff. He, and others, are
pushing the technology envelope as it relates to our brokerage business. It’s exciting where
this new technology is taking us,” Caveness adds.
While futurists are predicting a technological revolution is afoot in virtual and augmented
reality, Harlon has his sights set on transforming how we buy and sell real estate by
providing his clients with new and more convenient shopping experiences. “In the not too
distant future when virtual reality headsets, gaming consoles, and VR-enabled mobile
devices are in consumers’ homes or in their hands, I predict we will see real estate brokers
provide websites and mobile applications...largely change consumer shopping experiences
as virtual reality tours become a strategic tool for both home buyers and sellers.”
Unlike today, with only a few progressive agencies like Carpenter Realtors® providing such
solutions, future buyers should be able to filter their list to their favorite homes for later, inperson touring with their real estate agent.
“The promise of a radically improved consumer shopping experience is transformative for
the real estate market,” Harlon suggests. “As with other consumer-empowering digital
innovations, the future is extremely bright.”
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About Harlon Wilson: Harlon is a healthcare executive, information technology innovator, and
three-time informal caregiver who, while caring for his late father, discovered a passion for
helping seniors and family caregivers to make housing transitions. After many years assisting
elders with voluntary downsize or care-related transitions to assisted living, long-term care, or
relocation with family members, Harlon discovered the need for caregiver and senior support
services involving housing choices. In addition to keeping his finger on the pulse of innovation,
Harlon currently serves as Associate Broker for Carpenter Realtors® where he is building
comprehensive service offerings for elder homeowners and their informal family caregivers
including age-in-place technology solutions, organizing, rightsizing and downsizing, and
assistance with various real estate transactions.

About Carpenter Realtors®: With 31 locations throughout central and southern Indiana,
Carpenter Realtors® helps more Indiana families buy and sell homes quickly and hassle-free.
Carpenter's multi-media Home Marketing System and dedication to technology exposes a seller's
home to more potential buyers than anyone else. If you're looking for broad experience, a great
knowledge of Indiana homes for sale and the strength and backing of a large firm, call
Carpenter.
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